One contribution of 17 to a Theo Murphy meeting issue 'Unity and diversity of cilia in locomotion and transport'. Cilia, or eukaryotic flagella, are microscopic active filaments expressed on the surface of many eukaryotic cells, from single-celled protozoa to mammalian epithelial surfaces. Cilia are characterized by a highly conserved and intricate internal structure in which molecular motors exert forces on microtubule doublets causing cilia oscillations. The spatial and temporal regulations of this molecular machinery are not well understood. Several theories suggest that geometric feedback control from cilium deformations to molecular activity is needed. Here, we implement a recent sliding control model, where the unbinding of molecular motors is dictated by the sliding motion between microtubule doublets. We investigate the waveforms exhibited by the model cilium, as well as the associated molecular motor dynamics, for hinged and clamped boundary conditions. Hinged filaments exhibit baseto-tip oscillations while clamped filaments exhibit both base-to-tip and tip-to-base oscillations. We report the change in oscillation frequencies and amplitudes as a function of motor activity and sperm number, and we discuss the validity of these results in the context of experimental observations of cilia behaviour.
Introduction
Eukaryotic cilia and flagella are driven into oscillatory motion by an intricate internal structure, referred to as the axoneme (figure 1). The axoneme structure, composed of microtubule doublets and dynein molecular motors, is highly conserved across evolutionary time and cell type [1, 2] . However, the mechanisms that regulate the activity of the molecular motors, causing them to produce oscillatory motions, remain elusive. At present, there is no universal, experimentally tested theory for describing the active forces and moments generated in the axoneme that lead to sustained cilia oscillations.
Details of the structure of the axoneme of motile cilia were first delineated by transmission electron microscopy in the middle of the twentieth century [2] . The axoneme consists of nine microtubule doublets, connected to a central pair of microtubules via radial spokes, which is known as the '9+2' structure as shown in figure 1 . Nexin links connect the outer microtubule doublets. During their power stroke, outer and inner dynein arms bind to neighbouring microtubules, generating equal and opposite forces on adjacent microtubule doublets. Unbinding of the dynein stalk requires energy-the energy released by the hydrolysis of ATP. The key unresolved problem is the spatial and temporal regulation of the binding and unbinding of molecular motors and its bearing on the oscillations of the cilium.
Several experimental approaches have been proposed to address this problem [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Rapid freezing of live cilia samples by sudden removal of ATP result in rigour waves [4] , and reactivation of these waves with reintroduction of ATP shows wave propagation towards the flagellum tip as if oscillations had not been interrupted [5, 13] . These results, in conjunction with other experiments on the functions of dynein motors [14] , suggest that cilia oscillations are in tight control of the molecular machinery. By contrast, during experimentation with low concentrations of ATP in the algae model system Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, flagella were observed to bend at almost constant curvature, suggesting a static mode that is distinct from the dynamic beating mode [11, 15] . Reactivation of the dynamic mode was possible with gradual increase of ATP. The relaxed configurations observed at low ATP and the transition to oscillatory motions with increasing levels of ATP suggest that oscillations could be induced by a mechanical instability that does not require fine spatio-temporal regulation of the molecular motors.
Rapid freezing methods were recently coupled to powerful cryogenic electron microscopy to provide detailed structures of the conformations of the molecular motors [7] [8] [9] 12] . Snapshots of the dynein conformations at various instances of the cilium beating cycle were then correlated with the overall waveform of the cilium to draw experimentally based hypotheses on the regulation of the molecular motors in relation to cilia oscillations [12] . Asymmetrical activation of the dynein motors correlates with local curvature, suggesting that reciprocal inhibition is likely the main mechanism of dynein control at full waveform beating. These results support the notion that oscillations are finely controlled by the molecular motors [12] , but they do not rule out the existence of an 'open-loop' instability mechanism that triggers the onset of oscillations.
Existing theories designed to shed light on the mechanisms controlling the molecular machinery either assume geometric feedback control from the cilium configuration to the molecular motor activity [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , or, more recently, rely on steady distributed axial forces where the dynein activity need not be affected by the cilium configuration [30] [31] [32] .
Geometric feedback theories come in three flavours: sliding control, curvature control or geometric clutch. The key idea in the sliding control theory is that the activity of molecular motors, and thus the active forces they generate, is regulated by the tangential sliding distance between two adjacent microtubule doublets caused by the bending motion of the axoneme [19, 33, 34] . The curvature control theory considers that the magnitude of the active forces is proportional to the curvature of the centreline of the axoneme [17, 18] , whereas the geometric clutch approach considers the active forces to be governed by the separation distances between adjacent doublets [21, 22, 35] . Comparison of these three feedback mechanisms suggests that curvature control gives best-fits to experimentally observed waveforms [36, 37] . However, regulation of dynein activity may not be required to generate oscillatory motions [30] [31] [32] 38] . Oscillations arise as a result of a dynamic buckling instability-a Hopf bifurcation-induced by the axial stresses applied by the dynein motors on the axoneme. These mechanisms are particularly appealing because they provide a simpler explanation for sustained oscillations that does not require fine tuning of the molecular motor activity, but they do not explain the differential dynein binding observed in Lin & Nicastro [12] .
Mathematical models, whether in support of feedback control or instability-driven oscillations, are an abstraction of the axoneme structure, ignoring several details in favour of analytical representations of the cilium centreline. These models are motivated by the fact that the '9+2' axoneme is characterized by a bridge that connects two adjacent doublets, labelled 1 and 2 in figure 1, thus dividing the dynein motors into principal (P) and reverse (R) sides relative to the bridge. Motors on the two sides operate antagonistically resulting in cilia oscillations. This 'tug-of-war' aspect of the motor activity is minimally captured in the context of two elastic filaments (+) and (−) of length L, representing opposite sides of the axonemal bridge and separated by a constant distance a at their base. The (±) filaments are subject to an active force doublet that results in an active moment density m a on the centreline, allowing it to deform in the plane of motion, as shown in figure 1 .
In this study, we implement a hierarchical model adapted from Oriola et al. [39] , and recently analysed in Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] , that couples the centreline dynamics to a microscopic model of the motor activity. We reproduce the results of Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] for clamped filaments, and we extend their analysis of travelling wave direction to hinged filaments: hinged filaments always exhibit wave propagation from base-to-tip, while clamped filaments exhibit both base-to-tip and tip-to-base oscillations. In hinged filaments, we observe that molecular activities form sharp propagation fronts while the filament oscillates smoothly. For clamped filaments, in addition to the analysing direction of wave propagation over the parameter space of motor activity and sperm number as done in Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] , we analyse in detail the change in amplitude and frequency of oscillations over the same parameter space. We observe sharp transitions in both amplitude and frequency across the lines marking the change in wave direction. We conclude by comparing these trends to experimental observations of cilia behaviour.
Mathematical formulation
The cilium centreline is described by r(s, t), where s is the arc length measured from the base and t is time. The positions of the (±) filaments are given by r + (s, t) ¼ r(s, t) + a 2 n, where n(s, t) is the unit normal along the centreline and a is the separation distance between the ± filaments. We also introduce the unit tangent t(s, t) to the centreline. In a Cartesian coordinate, say (x,y) whose origin is located at the base of the centreline, we write t = [cosθ, sinθ], and n = [− sinθ, cosθ], where tanθ(s, t) = @y/@x is the local slope of the centreline, and r = [x(s, t), y(s, t)].
The equations of motion of the centreline that arise from balancing the tangential and normal forces and bending moments, including the moment due to motor activity [19, 35, 41, 42] , are given by where f h is the hydrodynamic force per unit length, m a is the active moment per unit length, F = σt + Nn and M are the internal forces and moment acting along the centreline, with σ and N denoting the tangential and normal components of the internal force. The notation F s = ∂F/∂s and M s = ∂M/∂s is used to represent the spatial derivatives with respect to s. Due to the slenderness of the filament (a ≪ L), we model the hydrodynamic force using the resistive force theory at low Reynolds number (e.g. [43, 44] ). That is, we consider f h to be proportional to the local velocity with anisotropic drag coefficients
where r t = ∂r/∂t represents the time derivative. The drag coefficients satisfy j ? ¼ 2j k with j ? ¼ 4pm= ln (L=a). A more accurate representation of the hydrodynamic forces in terms of the slender-body theory (e.g. [45] [46] [47] [48] ), which includes the algebraic corrections with non-local hydrodynamic interactions, was considered in Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] . Equation (2.1) can be written in scalar form as follows. Substitute F = σt + Nn and (2.3) into (2.1) and multiply both sides with (j À1 k tt þ j À1 ? nn) to obtain the following representation of the filament velocity:
Here, we have substituted t s = θ s n and n s = −θ s t. Now, assume the filament is not extensible and apply the constraint r ts · r s = 0 to get, upon introducing g ¼ j k =j ? ,
and
2) is simplified further by considering a linear constitutive relation for the bending moment M = Bθ s , where B is the bending rigidity. Substituting into equation (2.2), we have
Equations (2.5)-(2.7) provide a set of three coupled partial differential equations that we use to solve for σ(s, t), N(s, t) and θ(s, t), subject to properly chosen boundary conditions. Here, we consider one end of the filament to be either clamped or hinged at the wall, that is, at s = 0, and the other end to be free. The force-and moment-free boundary conditions at s = L are given by
At the wall, from r t (s = 0, t) = 0, we get (s s À Nu s )j s¼0 ¼ 0 and (su s þ N s )j s¼0 ¼ 0:
If, in addition, we assume that the filament is clamped, we have uj s¼0 ¼ 0:
However, if the filament is hinged, the total moment at s = 0 vanishes, leading to
The filament dynamics can thus be obtained by solving equations (2.5)-(2.7) subject to the six boundary conditions in equations (2.8), (2.9) and either (2.10) for the clamped case or (2.11) for the hinged case.
In the limit of small deformations θ(s, t), we see from (2.5) and (2.6 
. Therefore, the tension σ is negligible. We can cancel the normal force N by substituting equation (2.7) into (2.6), leading to a single governing equation of the form (see appendix A) j ? u t ¼ ÀBu ssss À (m a ) ss :
(2:12)
We will use the linearized equation in (2.12) to probe the linear stability of the straight filament.
The active moment m a per unit length is generated by the longitudinal force doublets f(s, t) per unit length that represent the effects of the molecular motor activity m a (s, t) ¼ af(s, t):
(2:13)
As the centreline deforms and bends under the influence of m a , it induces relative sliding Δ between the two (±) filaments where the internal forces f (s, t) are applied (figure 1). The
This sliding is resisted by cross-linker proteins that act as a linear spring of stiffness K. This sliding resistance is crucial to account for complex passive dynamics of the axoneme [49] [50] [51] [52] . In other words, the internal force density f consists of active and passive parts, arising from both the motor activity and the passive response of the nexin cross-linkers [39, 40] f(s, t) ¼ r(n þ F þ þ n À F À ) À KD:
Here, ρ is the average density of motors along both filaments, n ± are the fractions of motors on the ( ± ) filaments that are in the bound state, F ± is the load exerted by a single motor. To close the model in (2.15), we must model the binding kinetics of the molecular motors as well as the motor loads. For the binding kinetics, we use a common two-state mechanochemical model consisting of bound and unbound molecular motors, with a constant total (bound or unbound) number of motors on both filaments. A single motor can bind to the opposite filament at a rate π and unbind at a rate ε. We assume that the motors switch between these two states stochastically; then, the fractions n ± of attached and detached motors follow the Fokker-Planck evolution equations
In earlier works [16, 19, 53] , the exchange rates π and ε depend on periodic potential landscapes that govern the interaction of the molecular motors with the filaments. A simpler model was proposed recently in Oriola et al. [39] based on experimental measurements; in this empirical model, the binding rate π = π o is constant and the unbinding rate ε exponentially increases with the load F ± exerted by the motor, ε = ε o exp ( ± F ± /f c ), where ε o is a constant and f c is the characteristic load for detachment. To model the load F ± , we use a linear force-velocity relationship where Δ t is the sliding velocity and f o and v o are the stall force and associated zero load velocity v o at which the motors are at complete rest (see [39, 40] and references therein for more details). Put together, equations (2.16) that govern the fractions n ± of motors bound to the ( ± ) filaments become 17) and the resulting force f (s, t) per unit length can be rewritten as Table 1 summarizes all dimensional and non-dimensional parameters. Numerical solution of these nonlinear equations is obtained following Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] . Namely, we discretize the arc length s with a second-order central difference method. At each time step, we first calculate the normal force and tension from the geometry. Then we apply a second-order accuracy explicit time stepping for θ, and an implicit Euler time stepping for n ± . Additional details on the numerical implementation can be found in appendix B.
Results
We first consider the model cilium with clamped boundary conditions. We vary the sperm number Sp and activity μ a and examine the resulting beating patterns. Figure 2 shows that, for Sp = 10, as μ a increases, the bending waves change from tip-to-base propagation to base-to-tip propagation, as reported in Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] . All results are insensitive to initial conditions (see appendix C). For μ a = 6800, as Sp increases, the bending wave switches from base-to-tip propagation back to tip-to-base, and eventually remains stationary for large values of Sp. Increasing Sp is equivalent to increasing the cilium length, which, when holding all other parameters constant, leads to cases where activity is insufficient to trigger oscillations.
We next examine the relationship between the filament geometry and the dynein motor dynamics. According to equation (2.17), the dynein detachment rates ε ± are governed by +D t . Figure 3 shows that changes in the sliding Δ correspond to the activation and inhibition of molecular motors along the + and − filaments. Specifically, the tip-to-base bending wave corresponds to a tip-to-base travelling wave in the motor activation dynamics n ± , and when the bending wave travels from base to tip, so does the motor activations. This is in accord with the experimental findings of Lin & Nicastro [12] , where a 'switch-inhibition' mechanism was proposed.
For hinged boundary conditions (equation (2.11)), the model cilium produces a bending wave travelling from base to tip, consistent with the linearized analysis of Camalet & Jülicher [19] , for all Sp and μ a tested. Note that for small values of μ a , the motor binding and unbinding dynamics switch between the + and − filaments with no prominent propagation of activity from base to tip (figure 4a). This implies that the base-to-tip bending waves are mostly due to elastohydrodynamics. For larger values of μ a (figure 4b), the motor binding dynamics form wave patterns that travel from the base to its tip. Figure 4 also shows the formation of sharp propagation fronts (or shocks) in n ± . We numerically verified the existence of these solutions for distinct time steps (see appendix C). These sharp fronts imply that the molecular motor dynamics follow a nonlinear wave equation. We analyse the behaviour of the clamped filament as a function of the parameter space Sp and μ a . Analysis of hinged filament is omitted here because the direction of propagation of the bending waves does not change as we vary these parameters. Specifically, in figure 5 , we report the beating amplitude and frequency of oscillations for Sp = 5-15, μ a = 2000-14 000. We also report the evolution of the dominant eigenvalue based on linearized analysis (2.12) as a function of μ a for Sp = 10. The linear stability results show an initial Hopf bifurcation leading to spontaneous oscillations from tip to base, and a second transition leading to base-to-tip travelling waves, as reported in Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] . A close examination of the amplitude and frequency of oscillations across these transitions (delineated by solid lines) in the left two panels of figure 5 , shows the following: (i) there is a jump or discontinuity in amplitude and frequency at the second transition when bending waves change the direction of propagation, and (ii) in both regimes, the amplitude of oscillations increase with increasing activity and the frequency decreases. This is in contrast to experimental observations where an increase in ATP concentration (for which μ a is a proxy) correspond to saturated growth in both beating amplitudes and frequencies [10] .
Discussion
We revisited a model of cilia oscillations with sliding feedback control [39, 40] , and examined differences in filament dynamics with respect to different boundary conditions. As the activity level increases, the model exhibits a Hopf bifurcation that leads to sustained oscillations. The direction of deformation waves depends on the boundary conditions. For hinged boundary conditions, the waves propagate from base to tip only. For clamped boundary conditions, the waves propagate from tip to base following this Hopf bifurcation, and a second bifurcation exists at higher activity levels leading to reversal in wave propagation from tip-to-base to base-to-tip. The exact mechanical conditions at the base of cilia and flagella are very complex. Cilia from different cell types can originate from basal bodies with diverse structural details [54] . The realistic boundary conditions at the base of cilia are probably in between the ideal cases of clamped and hinged filaments, and are likely to vary between organisms and during the different stages of development. The two cases studied here serve to highlight the subtle effects of the mechanical conditions at the boundary on filament oscillations.
Certain microorganisms of the order Trypanosomatida are known to control the direction of flagellar beat propagation [55] [56] [57] [58] . The model suggests that sliding motor control could enable such wave reversal for clamped filaments. Further, the model generates bending waves that are correlated with switch-inhibition of motor activation similar to experimental observations [12] . However, other evidence points to the incompleteness of this sliding control model. In the model, the oscillation amplitude increases with increasing motor activity and the frequency decreases. These trends are in striking contrast to experimental observations of cilia, where the oscillation amplitude and frequency undergo saturated growth with increasing ATP levels [10] . Moreover, in this sliding feedback model, the waveforms differ from the beating patterns observed in cilia. To produce cilia-like oscillations, Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] introduced curvature control and bias in the molecular motor kinetics. The mechano-chemical processes that would form the basis of such bias are not clear. Based on these discrepancies, we are inclined to conclude that the sliding feedback control, although it may play a role in the molecular motor kinetics, is unlikely to be the only mechanism driving cilia oscillations.
To date, mathematical models of cilia have generated a gallery of potential mechanisms that can lead to sustained oscillations. Recent studies have begun to address the relative merits of these candidate mechanisms in comparison to experiments [36, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . However, at present, there is no experimental benchmark of cilia oscillations under agreed upon 'nominal' and 'altered' conditions that can be used as a testbed for theoretical models. To evaluate mathematical models, we need to compare their behaviour to experimental results, but, more importantly, we need to test their predictive ability under altered conditions. The analysis presented in Bottier et al. [60] of oscillation frequency versus cilium length in the Chlamydomonas is an example. Four theoretical models were tested in Bottier et al. [60] , none of which was able to reproduce the experimentally observed trends in frequency versus length. Until we, as a community, establish clear experimental benchmarks that can be used to scrutinize theoretical models for their ability to reproduce cilia beating patterns and to predict changes in these patterns under altered conditions, the regulation of molecular motor activity in cilia oscillations remains an open problem. Following Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] , we discretize the arc length s uniformly with M + 1 points, with mesh size Δs = 1/M. We use the second-order central difference formula for the spatial derivatives
We use second-order forward and backward difference formula to enforce the base and tip boundary conditions, respectively.
To obtain nonlinear solutions for θ, we first substitute equations (A 2) and (A 4) into (A 3) and obtain
Then at each time step k, we first calculate the normal force N (k) and tension σ (k) using equations (A 1) and (B 3). We then enforce boundary conditions for σ (k) and N (k) using θ (k−1) . Next, we employ a second-order backward scheme to equation (A 2) and get
We enforce the boundary conditions for θ (k) at this step. Finally, Figure 6 . Robustness to initial conditions. Initial values (red) for r and final steady orbit (greyscale) of r and n + before T = 25 are shown for two different initial conditions. Initial conditions for motor states are always chosen to be constant with respect to s (not shown). In (a), we start from an almost straight configuration except that the midpoint is perturbed slightly, θ(s = 0.5, t = 0) = 0.001. In (b), the initial condition for θ is set to be 0.2sin (3πs). It is clear that resultant steady orbit for both θ and n + are identical, except that due to the hinged boundary condition, the mean angular position of the final periodic solution is determined by that of the initial condition. In both cases, the motor state n + exhibit identical sharp wave front propagation from base to tip. Here we used Sp =5 and μ a = 3500, identical to figure 4b in the main text. We also used a mesh size Δs where we used the boundary condition θ s | s=1 = 0. We arrive at ð 1 0 N ds ¼ 0:
This constraint needs to be enforced when solving for the normal and tensile components of the force via equations (A 1) and (B 3). The discretized version of this integral constraint is
All other equations follow the same form as in the clamped case.
Appendix C. Numerical validations
We have verified that our results for the clamped boundary conditions are similar to those reported in Oriola et al. [39] and Chakrabarti & Saintillan [40] . Here, we present our validation results for the hinged boundary condition only. We choose the case shown in figure 4 of the main text as our test case. In figure 6 , we use two distinct initial conditions and show that the filament behaviour is robust to variations in initial conditions. In figure 7 , we vary the integration time step and show that the filament behaviour and molecular motor dynamics are robust to the integration time step. All simulations of this work; we choose a mesh size Δs = 0.01 and an integration time step of Δt = 3.125 × 10 −4 . 
